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VOICE PRO


Quick Start Guide


VP206, VP408, VP412


Remove contents from box.


Check for the following:


– Voice Pro system


– Power supply (wall mounted transformer that plugs into


AC outlet)


– Documentation package


– Two double-ended, 7-foot line cords (6 for VP408 and VP412)


– Two 6-inch line cords for VP206 (four for VP408 and VP412)


– One line splitter that plugs into phone jack (2 for VP408


and VP412)


– One extension splitter that allows a 2-line phone to plug


into two extensions on the Voice Pro (2 included for


VP408 and VP412)


– One double-ended 3.5mm music cord


– One template to wall mount Voice Pro
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Powering up the Voice Pro.


a.)  Place the Voice Pro on the desk or (using the wall


mount template) mount Voice Pro on the wall.


b.)  Plug power supply into AC outlet. Connect the male con-


nector to the power jack on the rear of the Voice Pro system.


c.)  After connecting the power supply, the red power light


should be illuminated, and the green light should flash. 


Connecting 1-line telephones to the Voice Pro.


The Voice Pro system supports up to 6 telephone extensions.


Single (one) line telephones plug directly into the desired


jack on the Voice Pro. 


As many as 6 devices may be connected – corded or cordless


phones, fax machines or even credit card machines.


Connecting 2-line telephones to Voice Pro.


If you are connecting a 2-line telephone to the Voice Pro, 


proceed as follows:


a.)  If your 2-line telephone has 1 jack on the back of 


the telephone:


- Connect a line cord to the rear of the telephone.


- Connect the other end of the line cord to the splitter.


Use the two 6-inch line cords to connect to the splitter then


to the desired extensions of the Voice Pro. 
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b.)  If your 2-line telephone has two jacks on the back of the


telephone, connect two line cords from the telephone to the


desired extension jacks on the Voice Pro. 


Connecting 4-line telephones to the Voice Pro


408 and Voice Pro 412. (If you have a Voice Pro


206, disregard this step.)


(above) Voice Pro 408


(above) Voice Pro 412


Connect both line cords from your phone to the line splitters


as shown above. Then, using the four 6-inch cords included, 


connect them from the splitters to the desired extensions on


the Voice Pro.


Connecting telephone lines to the Voice Pro.


The Voice Pro can support two (VP206) or four (VP408 and


VP412) incoming telephone lines.


If you are attaching two incoming telephone lines to your


Voice Pro, follow one of the next three illustrations, depending


upon the configuration of your telephone jacks.


Continued 
on back.
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If you have a VP408 or VP412, you can attach up to four


incoming lines (twice those shown in the these illustrations)


to the system.


Connecting a music source.


There is a 6-foot cable with 3.5mm headphone jacks at


each end for connecting a music source to the Voice Pro. 


Connect one end of the cable to the music jack on the


Voice Pro and the other end to the music source (radio, CD


player, etc.).


Programming your Voice Pro. 


1.)  You should have your telephone lines and telephone


extensions installed before programming your Voice Pro.


2.)  From any station, lift the receiver and press the # key.


The Automated Voice should be heard, saying,


"Welcome to Voice Pro."


3.) Enter the 4-digit default password (the default password


is 1234), then the # key.


4.)  Program lines installed (press 2 then # key).


a.   If one line is installed press 1 then # key.


b.   If two lines are installed press 1,then, 2 plus # key.


5.)  Set clock


While still in programming mode, press 19 then


# key.


- Enter hour followed by the # key 


(Example: 8 or 12).


- Enter two digit minute followed by # key


(Example: 05 or 36).


- Enter 1 for AM or 2 for PM followed by # key.


6.)  Set date


While still in programming mode, press 20 followed


by the # key.


- Enter month followed by # key (one or two digits). 


(Examples:  Press 3 for March, 11 for November)


- Enter day of the month followed by # key (1-31).


- Enter year followed by # key. (Example: 00 for 2000)


- Enter number for the day of week followed by # key.


(1 for Mon., 2 for Tue., 3 for Wed., 4 for Thur., 5 for   


Fri., 6 for Sat., 7 for Sun.)


7.)  Record main greeting (The recording that plays when


someone calls, i.e., Auto Attendant.)


While still in programming mode, press 21 followed


by the # key. Begin your greeting after the tone.


*Sample Greeting: "Thank you for calling ABC company.  If you know


your party’s extension number you may press it at any time, or press 0


to speak to the Operator, and thanks again for calling!"


When finished recording, press the # key.


8.)  To exit programming mode press**. Refer to installation manual     


for further programming options.


Continued from


inside spread.































































































































Voicemail mailbox's password is 4321; and **99 for all 
broadcast boxes



















































































































































P.S.  Whatever they are suggesting here is good for nothing.  Dial 11 instead ofP.S.  Whatever they are suggesting here is good for nothing.  Dial 11 instead of
the STAR and then whatever number:  e.g. *82 =  1182















Voice Pro Addendum 
SWV 2.02 


 
Read this addendum to the Programming manual to its entirety before calling tech. support. 


 
The following information is additions of features and their programming procedures now available 
in software version 2.02, and corrections to the current VP manual rev. Jan 00. 


 
This document was written to supplement the existing installation programming and user guide. 
Any procedure, statement or example set forth in this document supersedes the programming 
manual. Any feed back to this or any other Voice Logic documentation is welcomed. Please call 
1-877-892-2666, for any suggestions on how to make our manuals better. 
 


Initial Setup Requirements: 
 


• Program #2. Enter number of CO (telephone) lines. Each number from 1 through 4 
individually represents a line in use. (Example: for 3 lines in use press 1, 2 & 3). 


          
• Program # 19. Set time of day. 


          
• Program # 20. Set date. 


          
• Program # 21. Record main greeting. 


          
• Program # 25. Record extension greetings. Dialing 9 in program 25 allows you to 


record the directory. 
          


• Default Passwords. 
o System Password —  1234# 
o Extension Passwords —  4321# 
o Additional Mailboxes —  **99# 


          
          


New Features Listing: 
 


• Greeting assignment changes. You can now assign-different greetings, on a per line 
basis, for day, night and weekend modes. See programs 22, 23 & 24. There are 99 
different greetings that can be recorded and used. See program 25. 


          
• Message-waiting light enhancement. When the message-waiting light is disabled, 


Voice Pro will give the extension user Stutter dial tone on new messages. This can 
be programmed to accommodate users without message-waiting lights. See program 
29. 


 
The following Paragraph is very important.  Please READ! 


 
Greeting only mailboxes. All mailboxes are now set to greeting only with the extension of 
mailboxes that are associated with extensions. Example- VP412. 
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Mailboxes 10-21 (Dialing 3 plus the mailbox number from the main greeting will allow access 
directly to the mailbox. Example 310-32 1) are set as normal mailboxes, (default password is 
4321) and can record messages left by callers. All other mailboxes (16-99) are set as announce only 
mailboxes, and will play the recorded personal greeting but will not allow the caller to leave a 
message. At the end of the recorded personal greeting the caller will be given the option to dial 
another mailbox or return to the main greeting. (Default password is **99) The status of a mailbox 
can easily be changed between a normal mailbox and greeting only mailbox (plays recorded 
personal greeting but will not allow caller to leave a message) by simply changing the mailbox 
password. Changing the password to any other number that does not start with a “*” (Example: 
2233) will result in changing the mailbox state to a “normal” mailbox. Or to change a normal 
mailbox to greeting only mailbox, simply change the password to start with a “*”.  Example: *2233 
 
• Message notification.  Notification of new messages can now be received at cellular/live 


answer telephone numbers with voice prompts which will allow you to listen to new messages 
without having to call back into your Voice Pro system, not just pager notification. See 
programming your voice mailbox. 


 
• Rotary telephone support.  It is now programmable that a caller answered by auto attendant 


can be transferred to the operator or disconnected if there are not digit(s)dialed. This program is 
especially useful if Central Office positive disconnect is not available. This will prevent hang 
up calls from being transferred to the operator, or keeping the line off hook/busy for long 
periods of time. See program 39. 


          
• Hook flash timer. The hook flash time to the central office line is now programmable. This is 


needed to access telephone company features. Example: Call Waiting & Three Way Calling. 
Some telephone companies or PBX systems require different hook flash times. Programmable 
range is from l00ms to 250ms.  Consult technical support before making changing to the hook 
flash timer.  See program 40. 


          
• Volume controls.  The system volume for both recorded greetings and voice mail messages are 


now programmable. In program mode the permanent volume gain may be adjusted separately 
for these settings. The volume of a message may be increased or decreased during the play by 
pressing 7 to decrease and 9 to increase. This temporary adjustment will stay in effect until you 
leave your mailbox or hang up. You may select a default setting between the ranges of 15-32. 
See program 41. 


          
• Extension Restriction.  Extensions may now be set to follow toll restriction and toll allow 


tables on a per extension setting. See program 42 & 43. 
          
• Toll Restriction.  Toll restriction may be set to disallow long distance calls. You may restrict 


any number or combination of numbers from being dialed. You may also program exceptions 
to these restrictions. For example: restrict 1 from being dialed as the first digit of an out dial 
call, but you may choose to allow 1-800 and 1-888. See program 42 & 43. 


          
• Dialed Digit(s) Assignment.  From auto attendant any digit dialed from 1-99 (with the 


exception of valid extension numbers, 10-21 on the VP-412) may be programmed to 
automatically transfer to a mailbox, extension or another greeting. These settings can give you 
“single digit dialing” or the appearance of a multiple level menu selection. A feature that is 
normally only found in much larger and much more expensive stand-alone voice mail systems. 
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The range of programmable numbers, 1-99 (with the exception of valid extension numbers, 10-
21 on the VP-4 12) gives you the appearance of a multiple level menu, with the programming 
ease of a single level menu. See program 44. 


          
• Group Ringing.  In addition to the dialed digit assignment programming, it is possible to 


program multiple extensions to ring when a one or two digit number is dialed. This feature is 
commonly known as departmental or group dialing and is normally only found on larger key 
and PBX systems. See program 44 


          
• Mailbox Numbering.  The mailboxes now share the same numbering plan as the extensions. 


This adds ease of use for the caller and the user. When prompted for a mailbox number of a 
user, simply enter their “2” digit mailbox number (12 instead of 312). For direct mailbox access 
from the main greeting for user login, dial 300 from your extension. You will be prompted to 
enter your mailbox password followed by the #. 


 
• Direct Voice Mail Login.  Dialing “* 300” from your extension will take you directly to your 


voice mailbox. You will then be prompted for your mailbox password. If you are checking a 
different mailbox other than the one associated to the extension from which you are dialing, it 
will be necessary to dial 300 and then #. The system will then prompt for “your” mailbox 
number. Example: * 300#, 12 then your mailbox password, 4321, #. 


 
 


The following is an updated list of programming numbers and their description. Please refer to the 
Voice Pro installation and user guide for instructions on entering programming mode and 
description of programming system settings. The highlighted Programming features below are the 
ones that have been added or modified. For these programs please follow programming steps 
provided in the following pages. For all other programming procedures and user features please 
refer to you’re Voice Pro programming manual. 
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New Programming Features And Changes 
 
The following represents new and changed administrator programming procedures. Refer to the 
Voice Pro Installation programming for entering program mode and programming unchanged 
programming numbers and features. 
          


Program 21: Record Mail Greeting. M 
 
Use this program to record the main greeting (greeting 0). 
 


1. While in programming mode, and when prompted for the program number, enter 21. 
2. Press # 
3. When prompted begin recording new main greeting after the tone. 
4. Press # to save your recoding. 


 
Default:  Greeting 0 is the main greeting for all lines in day, night and weekend mode of 
operation. Recording this greeting will change the default greeting of all 99 greetings to the 
new greeting you have recorded. 


          
•  Note: Use program 25 to record greetings to be assigned on a per line basis, or for different 
greetings for day, night or weekend mode. (Greetings 1-99) 


          
Program 22: Assign greetings to lines for day Assignment M  


          
Use this program if you want to have a separate greeting for incoming lines in the day mode of 
operation. For example: two different companies using the VP unit. 
 


1. While in programming mode, and when prompted for the program number, enter 22. 
2. Press # 
3. When prompted to enter the greeting number, enter the greeting number (1-99) and then             


press #. Example: 4 # greeting number 4 chosen. 
4. When prompted to enter the line number, enter the line or lines to play the selected             


greeting. Example: “1,2” (for both lines I and 2). 
5. Press # 
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o Example results: Line 1 and 2 will play greeting number 4 in day mode. 
 


Default:  Greeting 0 is assigned to all lines for day, night and weekend mode of operation. 
 


• Note: Use program 25 to record greetings to be assigned on a per line basis, or if you are 
using different greetings for day, night or weekend mode. Use program 30 to set the number 
of rings to the assigned telephones before the day greeting is played to the incoming caller. 
A setting of 0 ring will result in the auto attendant answering immediately in day mode of 
operation. Use program number 4 to assign which extensions will ring before auto 
attendant answers the call. Number of rings before auto attendant (program 30) only 
applies to day mode of operation. 


          
         Program 23: Assign greetings to lines for night Assignment M  
          
Use this program if you want to have a separate greeting for incoming lines in the night mode of 
operation. For example: two different companies using the VP unit or if you want a greeting 
different than the day greeting to be played at night. 
 


1. While in programming mode, and when prompted for the program number, enter 23. 
2. Press # 
3. When prompted to specify the greeting, enter the greeting number (1-99) and then press # 


Example: 5 # 
4. When prompted to enter the line number, enter the line or lines to play the selected greeting. 


Example: “1,2” (for both lines 1 and 2). 
5. Press # 


          
o Example results: Line 1 and 2 will play greeting number 5 in night mode. 
 


Default:  Greeting 0 is assigned to all lines for day, night and weekend mode of operation. 
          


• Note: Night mode of operation overrides day mode. When system is in night mode the 
Auto Attendant answers immediately and plays the specified night greeting assigned. Use 
program 25 to record greetings to be assigned. Greetings may be assigned on a per line 
basis, and on a, per mode of operation basis (day, night or weekend mode). Also, see 
program 12-night mode time set. 


          
Program 24: Assign greetings to lines for weekend Assignment M  


          
Use this program if you want to have a separate greeting for incoming lines in the weekend mode 
of operation. For example: two different companies using the VP unit, or if you want a greeting 
different than the day greeting to be played during the weekend mode. 
          


1. While in programming mode, and when prompted for the program number, enter 24. 
2. Press # 
3. When prompted to specify the greeting, enter the greeting number (1-99) and then press II.  


Example: 6 # 
4. When prompted to enter the line number, enter the line or lines to play the selected greeting. 


Example: “3,4” (for both lines 3 and 4). 
5. Press # 
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o Example results: Line 3 and 4 will play greeting number 6 in weekend mode. 
          


Default:  Greeting 0 is assigned to all lines for day, night and weekend mode of operation. 
 


• Note: Weekend mode of operation overrides day and night mode. When system is in                
weekend mode the Auto Attendant answers immediately and plays the specified weekend 
greeting assigned. Use program 25 to record greetings to be assigned.  Greetings may be 
assigned on a per line basis, and on a, per mode of operation basis (day, night or weekend 
mode). Also see program 33, Weekend mode time set.          


          
Program 25: Record system greetings M  


          
This program is used to record all system greetings with the exception of the system main greeting, 
which can only be recorded using program number 21 (greeting 0). 
          


1. While in programming mode, and when prompted for the program number, enter 25. 
2. Press # 
3. When prompted, enter the greeting number (1-99) and then press #.  Example:    1# 
4. Begin recording your new greeting after the tone. 
5. When finished recording, press #. 


          
o Example Results: Greeting number 1 has now been recorded. 
          


Default:  All greetings play main greeting 0 until recorded differently. 
 
Note: Greeting number 9 is the default greeting for the company directory. Recording 
greeting #9 will result in successfully setting up the company directory. 
 
Program 29: Message-waiting light enhancement M  


          
The message-waiting light, when disabled, will give the extension user a stutter tone before giving 
dial tone in the event of new messages in the user’s mailbox when user lifts the receiver. This is 
especially useful if the extension in question does not have a *message waiting light. 
          


1. While in programming mode, and when prompted for the program number, enter 29. 
2. Press # 
3. When prompted, consecutively dial the station numbers that are to have a message-waiting 


light, and then press ft. Example: For stations 10,1 land 12 to light the message-waiting 
light, press l0, 11, 12# or dial 99 for all extensions, and then press #. 


4. If there are no extensions that have a message-waiting light, dial # when prompted to enter 
the extension number and all message-waiting lights will be disabled. 


          
Default:  All extensions have message-waiting light enabled. 


          
• Note: Telephone sets must be equipped with a 90V neon message-waiting lamp for this 
feature to operate. 
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Program 36: Install “greeting only” mailboxes M  
 
This Program has been disabled, as all mailboxes that are not associated with a valid extension 
number are set as greeting only mailboxes. Greeting only mailboxes differ from normal mailboxes 
in the fact that they do not allow a caller to leave a voicemail message.  After the personal greeting 
of a mailbox of this type is played, the caller is returned to the systems main greeting if there is 
nothing dialed by the caller. The key element that makes the mailbox a “greeting only mailbox” is 
the password. The password for a greeting only mailbox starts with a “*”.  The default password 
for all greeting only mailboxes is “**99” By changing the password to any other number, as long 
as it does not start with a “*“, will result in turning the mailbox into a normal mailbox that can 
accept a voicemail message. The password for either type of mailbox, must be 4 to 6 digits long, 
including the “*“ if it is to be a greeting only mailbox.          
          


Default:  All mailboxes that do not have a valid extension number associated with it, is 
assigned as a greeting only mailbox.  


          
o Example: VP206 mailboxes that can receive messages are: 10-15. 
                 VP408 mailboxes that can receive messages are: 10-17. 
                 VP412 mailboxes that can receive messages are: 10-21. 
          


Program 39: Rotary dial telephone support M  
          
Calls from a rotary (pulse) telephone, or in some cases from overseas, are unable to dial any digits 
during the auto attendant, as voicemail can only respond to DTMF (Dial Tone Multi Frequency) 
dialed digits. This feature allows the caller to automatically be transferred to the operator 
(extension 10 by default) in the case of no DTMIF digits received, as apposed to being 
disconnected after the main greeting for no DTMF digit(s) dialed. The reason you may want to 
choose to disconnect the caller if there is no DTMF digit(s) detected, is to prevent callers who hang 
up during the main greeting from ever ringing through to the operator, (extension 10) causing false 
ringing at the operator station. Another case may be if your telephone company does not provide 
positive disconnect signal or your telephone lines are part of a buildings PBX (Public Branch 
Exchange) system that are slow in sending positive disconnect, thus tying up your telephone lines 
for a period of time longer than necessary. 
          


1. While in programming mode and when prompted for the program number, enter 39. 
2. Press # 
3. When prompted, press 1 to enable or 2 to disable. 
4. Press # 


 
Default:  Rotary dial telephone support is enabled, (1) (calls will transfer to the operator if 
no DTMF is received). 


 
Program 40: Telephone line Central Office (CC) hook flash time M  


 
The hook flash time, (or flash time) that is sent over the CO line (flash 52) can be changed to 
accommodate different countries flash times to better utilize telephone company or PBX provider 
features. Telephone company features such as three-way calling, call waiting, and call transfer to 
another telephone number all require issuing a flash on the CO line. The flash time may be adjusted 
from, l00ms to 250ms. Do not confuse this setting with the flash time needed to access Voice Pro 
system features, which is the flash sent from your telephone to the Voice Pro system. 
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Default:  5, which are equivalent to 500ms. 
           
Caution:  Do not change this setting without first consulting TWAcomm.com. Inc. Technical 
Support! 
          


Program 41: Volume adjustment M 
 
The volume of voice prompts, greetings and messages may be changed to better suite the 


caller volume preferences. The first part of this program controls the Voice Pro recorded prompts. 
The second part of this program controls the playback volume of voicemail messages and recorded 
greetings. It is also possible to increase or decrease the volume while listening to a voicemail 
message from your mailbox by pressing 7 repetitively to decrease the playback volume, and 9 
repetitively to increase the playback volume. 
          


1. While in programming mode, and when prompted for the program number, enter 41. 
2. Press # 
3. When prompted, enter 1 for system prompt volume level or 2 for recorded messages 


volume level. 
4. Enter new volume setting. (15-3 1) 
5. Press # 
6. Repeat this program from the beginning if you desire to change both settings, selecting the 


volume adjustment not selected the first time. 
          


Default: The system prompt volume level is 23. The recorded greetings and messages 
volume level is 21. 


          
Program 42: Assign toll restriction extensions M 


          
This program assigns entered extensions to follow toll restriction for long distance or toll dialing. 
When the extension number is entered on this program number, it will not be allowed to dial any of 
the numbers as set forth in program number 43. If a number is dialed be any extensions, which 
have been assigned to toll restriction, the outside line will be dropped and the extension user will 
hear an error/busy tone. Toll restricting an extension only affects the extensions ability to call out 
on the telephone CO line. 


 
1. While in programming mode, and when prompted for the program number, enter 42. 
2. Press# 
3. When prompted, enter the extension(s) to follow toll restriction. Example: 10111415, for 


extensions 10, 11, 12, 14 and 15 
4. Press # 


          
Default:  No extensions are assigned to be toll restricted 


          
Note: Related programming: See program number 43 to set toll restriction and exception 
numbers. 
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Program 43: ToIl restriction and exception numbers M 
 
Toll restriction numbers are the numbers to be restricted when an assigned extension attempts to 
dial that particular number or numbers. For example: If (1) were entered as the restriction number, 
any extension assigned to follow toll restriction in program number 43, would not be allowed to 
connect, and would result in the line being dropped and error/busy tone issued to that extension. 
This will still allow the extension to dial local numbers and any combination of numbers as long as 
the first digit is not a (1). The most common restriction numbers are: 1 and 0.  The exceptions 
programming will be the allowances that over ride the restrictions. For example: If (1) were the 
restriction number, you may want to allow the exception of 1-800       and 1-888 which do start 
with a (1) but are toll free. If 1-800 is entered as the exception then any digits following 1-800-
(XXX-XXXX) would not follow as a restriction, thus allowing all 1-800 calls. 
          


1. While in programming mode, and when prompted for the program number, enter 43. 
2. Press # 
3. When prompted, enter the numbers to be restricted, entering a If between each number(s). 
4. Example:    1 # 0 # 411 
5. Press ## 
6. When prompted enter the exceptions to the toll restricted numbers. 
7. Example: 1800# 1888# 1214 
8. Press ## 


          
o Example results: In this example restriction is set for no long distance (1) or operator assistance 
(0). With the exception of 1-800 & 1-888 toll free calls and long distance calls to Dallas Texas (1-
214) 
          


Default:  No toll restricted or exceptions assigned. 
          


Note: Related programming: See program number 42 to set toll restriction and exception 
numbers to extensions. If you restrict 9 from being dialed in restriction programming, be 
sure to make the exception entry of 911. 


 
 
 


Program 44: Dialed digit(s) assignment M 
 
Dialed digit(s) assignment is also referred to as single digit dialing. As the Voice Pro digits 1-99 
(with the exception of valid extension numbers, 10-21 on the VP-412, 10-17 on the VP-408 and 10-
15 on the VP-206) can be programmed, we call it dialed digit(s) assignment.  This program allows 
you to pre-determine the assigned digits functionality. For Example:  From the Auto Attendant 
main greeting you may want to have the caller dial (1) for sales and (2) for customer support. Use 
this program to assign the action of pressing (1) or (2). 
          


Your choices are: 
          


A. Transfer the caller to an extension or extensions. 
B. Send caller directly to a mailbox to hear a personal greeting and then leave a voicemail 


message or be returned to the main greeting after the personal greeting, if the mailbox is a 
greeting only mailbox. 


C. Send caller to another greeting to select additional options. 
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It is a good ideal to write down what you your main greeting is to be. The term “Auto Attendant” 
refers to the total process of the main greeting answering the incoming caller and the caller entering 
digit(s) to be transferred to the extension(s), mailbox or other greetings of their choice. Auto 
Attendant does not have to answer the call immediately. You may choose to have the calls ring to 
extension(s) prior to the caller being answered by the Auto Attendant.  Refer to Program 4: CO line 
ringing assignment and Program 30: Rings to Auto Attendant. 
 


1. While in programming mode, and when prompted for the program number, enter 44. 
2. Press # 
3. When prompted to enter the menu number, enter the dialed digit(s) to be programmed. 
4. Example:  1 
5. When prompted, enter I for a mailbox, 2 for an extension(s), 3 for a greeting or 0 to delete 


the dialed digit(s) previous setting. 
Example:  2, (for an extension(s) When prompted enter the extension number(s). 
Example:  15101112 (for extensions 15,10,11, andl2) 


6. Press # 
          
o Example results: If caller dials 1 from the main greeting of Auto attendant, or from any greeting, 
the caller will be placed on hold and extensions 10, 11, 12 and 15 will begin to ring. If any one of 
the ringing extensions pick-up they will be connected to the caller. If no one picks-up, the caller 
will be transferred to extension 15’s voicemail box, as it is the first extension assigned to ring. 
          


Default:  0 is assigned to extension 10, 9 is assigned to greeting number 9, all valid 
extension numbers are assigned to transfer to their prospective extensions. 


          
Note:  You must re-enter program 44 for each digit(s) to be assigned. These assignments 
remain valid dialed digit(s) from any greeting (1-99). This means that a digit(s) dialed from 
greeting 1 will have the same functionality as the same digit(s) dialed from greeting 2. 


          
The M symbol means that using program 50, this program can be monitored without changing the 
programmed settings. 
 
* The message waiting light is a 90 volt neon message lamp. 
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